We provide a precise framework to study subspace codes for non-coherent communications in wireless networks. To this end, an analog operator channel is defined with inputs and outputs being subspaces of C n . Then a certain distance is defined to capture the performance of subspace codes in terms of their capability to recover from interference and rank-deficiency of the network. We also study the robustness of the proposed model with respect to an additive noise. Furthermore, we propose a new approach to construct subspace codes in the analog domain, also regarded as Grassmann codes, by leveraging polynomial evaluations over finite fields together with characters associated to finite fields that map their elements to the unit circle in the complex plane. The constructed codes, referred to as characterpolynomial (CP) codes, are shown to perform better comparing to other existing constructions of Grassmann codes in terms of the trade-off between the rate and the normalized minimum distance, for a wide range of values for n.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless networks are rapidly growing in size, are becoming more hierarchical, and are becoming increasingly distributed. In the next generation of wireless cellular networks, namely 5G, tens of small cells, hundreds of mobile users demanding ultrahigh data rates, and thousands of Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices will be all operating within the coverage of one single cell [1] . While the efforts for 5G standardization are still ongoing, several new features have been introduced in the recent releases of the Long-Term Evolution (LTE) standard to start supporting the diverse requirements of the wide range of use cases in 5G. Started with Release 10 the deployment of small cells in LTE is becoming increasingly popular to deliver enhanced spectral capacity and extended network coverage [2] , which is also fundamental to enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) and massive machine type communications (mMTC) scenarios in 5G. Moreover, features such as coordinated multipoint (CoMP) transmission and reception [3] together with enhanced intercell interference coordination (eICIC) [4] have been introduced and used since Release 10 and evolved since then.
The aforementioned techniques are, however, difficult to scale as the number of small cells, that can be also regarded as relays, keeps increasing and as more layers are added in the hierarchical network. More specifically, conventional methods including channel estimation of point-to-point wireless links, link-level block coding, and successive interference cancellation do not properly scale with the size of such massive networks. Motivated by the emergence of such massive networks we study coding for wireless networks consisting of many relays operating in a non-coherent fashion, where the network nodes are oblivious to the channel gains of the point-to-point wireless links as well as the structure of the network. In a sense, this resembles a random linear network coding scenario, though completely in the physical layer, where physical-layer transport blocks are linearly combined in the relay nodes as they receive the spatial sum of blocks sent by the neighboring nodes. This holds assuming omni-directional radio frequency (RF) transmitter and receiver antennas are deployed at the network nodes. Also, in the considered setup, the relay nodes, such as small cells, do not attempt to decode messages and only amplify and forward the received physical-layer blocks.
In this paper, we define a new framework for reliable communications over wireless networks in a non-coherent fashion, as discussed above, using analog subspace codes. Let W denote an ambient vector space of dimension n over a field L, i.e., W " L n . A subspace code in W is a non-empty subset of the set of all the subspaces of W. We observe that subspace codes in the analog domain, where the underlying field L is R or C, become relevant for conveying information across networks in such a scenario.
This work is mainly inspired by the seminal work by Koetter and Kschischang [5] , who defined a new framework for correcting errors and erasures in a randomized network coding scenario [6] . They defined an operator channel to capture the effect of errors and erasures in such a scenario and showed that subspace codes over finite fields are instrumental to provide reliability for communications over operator channels. In a sense, we develop a counterpart for Koetter-Kschischang's operator channel in the analog domain, referred to as analog operator channel. More specifically, the analog operator channel models the rank deficiency of the network, caused by relay failures or lacking a sufficient number of active relays, as subspace erasures. Also, it models the interference from neighboring cells/small cells as subspace errors. We further discuss various methods for constructing subspace codes for the analog operator channel. In particular, we propose a novel construction method by leveraging characters associated to Abelian groups and finite fields, and mapping them to the unit circle in the complex plain.
It is worth noting that the setup considered in this paper fundamentally differs from Koetter-Kschischang's setup in two main aspects. First, due to the fundamental differences between the structure of finite fields and the analog fields of R or C constructing codes for analog operator channels requires entirely different approaches comparing to subspace codes constructed over finite fields in [5] . Second, the effect of physical layer is abstracted out in the setup considered in [5] as it is often the case in the network coding literature. However, in this work, we arrive at the notion of analog operator channels of subspace codes with an innovative perspective, namely, physical layer 2 communications over wireless networks. Hence, we consider the additive noise that is always present in the physical layer, in addition to subspace errors and erasures discussed above, and characterize the robustness of the analog operator channel model with respect to the additive noise.
Analog subspace codes can be also viewed as codes in Grassmann space, also referred to as Grassmann codes, provided that the dimensions of all the subspace codewords are equal. There is a long history on studying bounds [7] - [11] , using packing and covering arguments, and capacity analysis in Grassmann space, mostly motivated by space-time coding for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless systems [12] - [14] . In such systems, a separate block code is needed to guarantee the reliability regardless, and the space-time code can be interpreted as the means of improving the reliability by exploiting the diversity the MIMO channel offers. However, we arrive at the problem of constructing subspace codes from the analog operator channel. In other words, subspace codes are used for reliable communications over analog operator channels the same way block codes are conventionally used for reliable communications over point-to-point links. A more detailed overview of prior works on Grassmann codes and their relations to our approach is provided later in Section II-C.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II the analog operator channel is defined and an overview of the related prior work on Grassmann codes is provided. In Section III a new notion of subspace distance is defined and its relation with correcting subspace errors and erasures is discussed. New constructions of analog subspace codes are discussed in Section IV. Finally, the robustness of the analog operator channel with respect to the additive noise is analyzed in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. Notation Convention
Let rns denote the set of positive integers less than or equal to n, i.e., rns " t1, 2, . . . , nu for n P N. Also, for x P R, pxq`d ef " maxp0, xq. In this paper, matrices are represented by bold capital letters. The row space of a matrix X is denoted by xXy. Also, for a square matrix X, the trace of X, denoted by trpXq, is defined to be the sum of elements of X on the main diagonal.
The ambient vector space is denoted by W. The parameter n is reserved for the dimension of W throughout the paper. Also, we have W " L n , where L can be either R or C. In order to state results for L, which could be either R or C, a parameter β is defined, where β " 1 for L " R and β " 2 for L " C. Let PpWq denote the set of all subspaces of W. For a subspace V P PpWq, the dimension of V is denoted by dimpVq. The sum of two subspaces U, V P PpWq is defined as
and the direct sum is defined as
Note that if U and V intersect trivially, i.e., U X V " t0u, where 0 is the all-zero vector, then U`V " U ' V.
The set of all m-dimensional subspaces of L n is denoted by G m,n pLq, which is referred to as Grassmann space or Grassmannian in the literature. Given L " C, G m,n pCq can be also described as follows:
where I m is the mˆm identity matrix. The elements of G m,n pLq are also referred to as m-planes.
The Frobenius norm of a matrix A is defined as
By fixing a basis for W, any vector in W is represented by ntuples of coordinates with respect to the chosen basis. The inner product between u, v P W is then defined as: u.v def " ř n i"1 u i v i . Then the orthogonal subspace of U P PpWq is defined as
For a set M, a σ-quasimetric on M is a function d : MM Ý Ñ R that satisfies all the conditions of a metric except the triangle inequality being relaxed to @x, y, z P M, dpx, zq ă σ`dpx, yq`dpy, zq˘,
for a constant σ ą 1. This inequality is referred to as σ-relaxed triangle inequality.
B. Analog operator channel
This model is motivated by non-coherent communications over wireless networks, as discussed in Section I. Hence, each piece of the model is followed by a brief explanation from this perspective. Let x i P C n , for i P rms, denote the input vectors. The input vectors, as physical layer transport blocks, can be sent by several antennas of a transmitter, e.g., a cellular base station, at different time frames. By discarding the interference and the additive noise, the output of the channel is a set of vectors y j " ř m i"1 h j,i x i , where j P rls. Each vector y j is the received transport block by an antenna of the receiver at a certain time frame. Note that a time-frame-level synchronization is assumed across the wireless links, e.g., by employing specific patterns in a designated subset of orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols in each time frame as in LTE networks [15] . Also, the relays in the network, e.g., small cells, are assumed to be amplify-and-forward relays. They can forward a transport block, received during a certain time frame, in a subsequent time frame. This is because the communication is assumed to be done in the unit of time frame, i.e., the relay has to wait for the current time frame to end before it can begin forwarding what it received. Then, due to the different delays, in the unit of time frames, that transport blocks may encounter as they are propagated through the network, the received y j 's can be the combination of transmitted x i 's across different antennas and time frames. Under a non-coherent scenario, both the transmitter and the receiver are oblivious to h j,i 's, the topology of the network, and the link-level channel gains. It is possible that several interference blocks, e.g., up to t of them, from neighboring cells/small cells are also received by the receiver. Hence, we have
where X's rows are the transmitted blocks x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m , E's rows are the interference blocks e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e k , Y's rows are the received blocks y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y l , and H " rh j,i s lˆm and G " rg j,i s lˆt are assumed to be unknown to the transmitter and the receiver. Note that both H and G depend on the network topology as well as the link-level channel gains, however, G also depends on the specific nodes where the interference blocks have entered the network. An example of the communication scenario, described by (7) , is illustrated in Figure 1 . Here, all the considered nodes have one transmit and one receive antennas and the communication is done in two time frames. We have X " rxs 1ˆn ,
, and H "
. In other words, the receiver receives h 1 x`ge in the first time frame and receives h 2 h 3 x in the second time frame. In the scenario described by (7) , even in the absence of the interference blocks E, the only way to convey information to the receiver is through the subspace spanned by the rows of X. This is mainly due to the underlying assumption on non-coherent communications, where H is assumed to be completely unknown to both the transmitter and the receiver. Furthermore, H may not be full column rank, e.g., when l ă n, which implies that xXy can not be fully recovered. In order to capture the rank deficiency of H, a stochastic erasure operator is defined as follows. For some k ě 0, H k pUq returns a random k-dimensional subspace of U, if dimpUq ą k, and returns U otherwise. Then the analog operator channel is defined as follows:
Definition 1: An analog operator channel associated with W is a channel with input U P PpWq and output V P PpWq together with the following input-output relation:
where E is the interference subspace, also referred to as the error subspace, with E X U " t0u. Then ρ " n´k is referred to as the dimension of erasures and t " dimpEq is referred to as the dimension of errors. Remark 1. In the communication scenario described by (7) , the additive noise of the physical layer, often modeled as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), is discarded. Note that the intermediate relay nodes in the wireless network, such as small cells, are not often limited by power constraints as the end mobile users are. Hence, it is natural to assume that the relay nodes operate at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Nevertheless, it is essential to investigate the effect of additive noise as a perturbation of the transformation described by (7) . In other words, instead of Y, Y`N is received by the receiver, where N is a matrix of i.i.d. Gaussian random variables. This, in turn, results in a perturbation in the analog operator channel, defined in Definition 1. We will discuss the robustness of the considered channel model with respect to the additive noise in Section V.
C. Related prior work
The Grassmann space can be turned into a metric space using chordal distance. Roughly speaking, chordal distance generalizes the notion of angle between two lines to subspaces of equal dimension, which will be defined more precisely in the next section. Let δ c denote the chordal distance normalized by n. Also, let the rate R of a code C be defined as ln |C|{n.
The problem of deriving bounds on the minimum distance of subspace codes of fixed dimension, i.e., packing subspaces in G m,n pRq, was first studied by Shannon for the special case of m " 1 [7] . The packing problem in G 1,n pRq is also related to designing spherical codes, i.e., packing points on a hyper sphere in the Euclidean space with a given angular separation. A lower bound on the best rate R of C with the minimum angel θ, i.e., δ c " sinpθq, is derived by Shannon [7] as R ą´lnpsinpθqq, assuming n Ñ 8. Lower and upper bounds on the largest achievable rate R, given a fixed δ c and m while n Ñ 8, were derived in [8] . The upper bound was later improved in [9] - [11] .
In terms of lower bounds for the packing problem in the Grassmann space, an achievability bound for the minimum distance of the codes for finite values of n was derived in [16] . The construction of subspace codes in G m,n pRq and analysis of their minimum chordal distance was also studied in [17] , and some of these constructions were observed to be optimal. However, the suggested construction methods in [17] are numerical, making them computationally infeasible for general parameters. Another numerical method for constructing codes based on alternative projection is proposed in [18] . In another line of work, motivated by quantum error-correcting codes, constructions based on group structures are suggested [19] - [23] (see, e.g., [24] for a brief survey). A connection between these codes and massive multiple access scenarios is observed in [25] , where low-complexity decoders are also proposed. Another related line of work is the frame design problem in a Hilbert space, where a frame is a set of overcomplete unit norm 4 vectors having small mutual inner product. Such a design has applications to a broad range of problems, including problems in signal processing, distributed sensing, parallel processing, etc [26] - [30] .
The most notable line of work on Grassmann codes is motivated by space-time coding for MIMO channels. In other words, the problem of constellation design for communications over a non-coherent MIMO is observed to be closely related to the packing problem in the complex Grassmann space. In this line of work, initiated by Marzetta and Hochwald [12] , it is assumed that neither receiver nor transmitter knows the fading coefficients of the channel which are fixed in the coherence time of the channel. They also proposed a constellation scheme in the Grassmann space called unitary space-time modulation [13] . Zheng and Tse [14] derived the capacity of non-coherent MIMO channel in high SNR in terms of the channel coherence time and the number of receive and transmit antennas. They further give a geometric interpretation of the capacity expression as sphere packing in the Grassmann manifold [14] . In another related work by Hochwald et al. , a lower bound on pairwise error probability between two subspaces of equal dimension is derived in [31] , which is then used to derive a certain criterion for constellation design by maximizing the chordal distance between subspaces in the Grassmann space. They also provide a Fourier-based construction method and its equivalent algebraic construction employing linear codes to design constellations for non-coherent MIMO channels. Their approach involves random search procedure and hence is not scalable in n. Another numerical optimization method is described in [32] . Other constructions of Grassmann packings based on Nordstrom-Robinson Codes [33] and Reed-Muller codes [34] were also shown to closely approximate the channel capacity of non-coherent MIMO channels.
Note that non-coherent MIMO communication can be considered as a special case of the non-coherent wireless networking scenario, described by (7) , where there is no interference term while discarding additive noise. Also, there is no relay node and the number of transmitter and receiver antennas are known. In other words, the structure of the network and consequently, the rank of transform matrix H is known. Accordingly, prior works on non-coherent MIMO do not deal with subspace errors and erasures, and the underlying communication channel model is totally different from the analog operator channel considered in this paper, as defined in Definition 1.
Note also that the aforementioned prior works on code constructions in the Grassmann space do not often provide good solutions, in terms of the trade-off between R and the normalized minimum distance, for general m and n. However, a comparison, in terms of the trade-off between R and the normalized minimum distance, between a new construction of analog subspace codes proposed in this paper and the best existing constructions in the literature is done in Section IV-C.
III. ANALOG METRIC SPACE, SUBSPACE CODES, AND ERROR CORRECTION
In this section we provide a precise description of chordal distance defined for Grassmann space. Then we extend and modify the chordal distance to arrive at a new notion of distance, defined for the set of all subspaces of the ambient space, i.e., PpWq, and show that it conveniently captures the errorcorrection capability of subspace codes when used over analog operator channels.
Given the structure of analog operator channels and their input and output alphabets being PpWq, as defined in Definition 1, it is natural to design codes over PpWq in order to correct errors and erasures associated with such channels. To this end, the first step is to define a distance function that properly captures the effect of errors and erasures imposed by the analog operator channel. Before that, we discuss the chordal distance between two m-planes, which makes G m,n pLq a metric space.
The chordal distance d c : G m,n pLqˆG m,n pLq Ñ R was first introduced for L " R in [17] and was extended to L " C in [8] . Consider two m-planes U and V. Let u i P U and v i P V be row vectors having unit length such that
Then the principal angel θ i , for i P rms, between U and V is defined as θ i " arccos |u i v H i |, see, e.g., [8] , [35] . Then the chordal distance between U and V is defined as follows:
Note that this is not the only possible definition for distance between subspaces (see, e.g., [8] , [36] for other similar notions). However, we focus on extending a certain variation of this notion of distance in this paper, to be discussed next. We will show later that it can be made suitable for capturing the error correcting capabilities of subspace codes for the analog operator channel. Let Z denote an orthonormal matrix spanning V P G m,n pLq, i.e. , V " xZy, ZZ H " I m .
Then, the matrix P V " Z H Z is an orthogonal projection operator from L n on V. It is shown in [17] that G m,n pRq with chordal distance can be isometrically embedded into a sphere in the Euclidean space R D , where D "`n`1 2˘´1 , using the projection matrices associated with subspaces. More specifically,
for all V P G m,n pRq. It is also shown that the chordal distance between two m-planes is equal to
Moreover, G 0,n pRq, G 1,n pRq, . . . , G n,n pRq can also be embedded into a larger sphere in R D`1 , i.e., for all subspaces V of the ambient space R n we have
Note that G m,n pRq is the intersection of this sphere with the plane described by trpP V q " m, which is characterized by (10) (see [17, Figure 10] ). Since the Frobenius norm induces a distance metric on the set of all nˆn matrices, regardless of whether they are projection matrices or not, one can use (11) to generalize the notion of chordal distance to subspaces of different dimensions. This generalized distance is the Euclidean norm of the chord connecting the points associated with U and V on the sphere characterized by (12) normalized by ? 2. Note that, this definition coincides with (9) if U and V have equal dimensions.
Note also that principal angels, used in the definition of chordal distance, do not depend on the choice of basis for the ambient space. In other words, roughly speaking, the chordal distance is invariant under rotation of subspaces. This is shown more formally in the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Let U, V P PpWq. Given any two orthonormal bases for W, namely te 1 , . . . , e n u and te 1 1 , . . . , e 1 n u, referred to as basis 1 and basis 2, respectively, we have
V are matrix representations for the orthogonal projection operator on V in basis 1 and basis 2, respectively.
Proof: Let Z and T be matrices with orthonormal rows, represented in basis 1, which span U and V, respectively. Then, they are represented in basis 2 as follows:
for a unitary matrix Q. Then, we have the following series of equalities by noting that trpABq " trpBAq for any two matrices A and B such that both BA and AB are well-defined and that the projection matrices are Hermitian:
which complete the proof. The generalized chordal distance, discussed above, is further modified to arrive at a new notion of distance over PpWq, defined as follows.
where U, V P PpWq and P U , P V are the projection matrices associated to U, V, respectively. Note that Lemma 1 implies that dp., .q is well-defined. Note also that dp., .q " 2d c p., .q 2 by (11) and (13) . It is shown in Lemma 13 in the appendix that the square of a metric distance is a 2-quasimetric, where a quasimetric is defined in Section II-A. Hence, dp., .q is a 2-quasimetric. It is further shown in Lemma 14 in the appendix that for U, V, T P PpWq, dp., .q satisfies the triangle inequality, i.e., σ " 1 in (6), as long as P U and P V are simultaneously diagonalizable, i.e., one can find a basis in which both P U and P V are diagonal matrices.
This property is later utilized to characterize the error-anderasure correction capability of codes used over analog operator channels in terms of their minimum distance the same way it is done given an underlying distance metric. Hence, we refer to dp., .q as a distance through the rest of this paper.
An equivalent expression for the distance dp., .q is derived in the following lemma.
Lemma 2: For any xZy, xTy P G m,n pLq, where the rows of Z and T are orthonormal, we have dpxZy, xTyq " 2pm´ ZT H 2 q. Proof: By noting that trpZZ H q " trpTT H q " m and by using (13) one can write
which completes the proof.
Definition 3: An analog subspace code C is a subset of PpWq. The size of C is denoted by |C|. The minimum distance of C is defined as
where dp., .q is defined in Definition 2. The maximum dimension of the codewords of C is denoted by
The code C is then referred to as an rn, lpCq, |C|, d min pCqs subspace code, where n is the dimension of the ambient space W.
If the dimension of all codewords in C are equal, then the code is referred to as a constant-dimension code, which is also called a code on Grassmannian or a Grassmann code in the literature.
The dual subspace code associated with subspace code C is the code C K def " tU K : U P Cu. Lemma 15 implies that d min pC K q " d min pCq. Note that if C is a constant-dimension code of type rn, l, M, d min s, then C K is a constant-dimension code of type rn, n´l, M, d min s.
Definition 4: Let C be an rn, l, M, d min pCqs subspace code. The normalized weight λ, the rate R, and the normalized minimum distance δ of C are defined as follows:
. Note that the normalized weight λ and the normalized minimum distance δ are always between 0 and 1. However, while designing constant-dimension codes one can limit the attention to λ P r0, 1 2 s. This is because for any code C with l ą n 2 , there exists a dual code C K with l ă n 2 and having the same distance properties.
As in conventional block codes, one can associate a minimum distance decoder to a subspace code C, e.g., when used for communication over an analog operator channel, in order to recover from subspace errors and erasures. Such a decoder returns the nearest codeword V P C given U P PpWq as its input, i.e., for any V 1 P C, dpU, Vq ď dpU, V 1 q. The following 6 lemma plays a key rule in relating the minimum distance of C to its error-and-erasure correction capability under minimum distance decoding.
Lemma 3: Let U, V P PpWq denote the input and the output of an analog operator channel, respectively, with the relation specified in (8) . Then for any T P PpWq we have dpU, Tq ď ρ`t`dpV, Tq,
where ρ and t denote the dimension of erasures and errors, respectively, as specified in Definition 1. Proof: Let U 1 " H k pUq. Then dpU, U 1 q " ρ by Lemma 16. Also, as shown in the proof of Lemma 16, P U and P U 1 are simultaneously diagonalizable. Hence, by Lemma 14 we have dpU, Tq ď ρ`dpU 1 , Tq,
for any T P PpWq. Moreover, V " U 1 ' E, where E denotes the error space with dimpEq " t. Using the same argument P U 1 and P V are also simultaneously diagonalizable. Similarly, by Lemma 14 we have
for any T P PpWq. Combining (15) with (16) completes the proof. Theorem 4: Consider a subspace code C used for communication over an analog operator channel, as defined in Definition 1, i.e., the input to the channel is U P C. Let t and ρ denote the dimension of errors and erasures, respectively. Then the minimum distance decoder successfully recovers the transmitted codeword U P C from the received subspace V if 2pρ`tq ă d min pCq,
where d min pCq is the minimum distance of C defined in Definition 3. Proof: By Lemma 3 we have dpU, Tq ď ρ`t`dpV, Tq,
for any T P PpWq. In particular,
by letting T " V. Now, let T P C be a codeword other than U.
By (17) and the definition of minimum distance we have dpU, Tq ě d min pCq ą 2pρ`tq.
This together with (18) and (19) yields dpV, Tq ą ρ`t ě dpU, Vq.
Hence, the minimum-distance decoder returns U. Theorem 4 implies that erasures and errors have equal costs in the subspace domain as far as the minimum-distance decoder is concerned. In other words, the minimum-distance decoder for a code C can correct up to Y d min pCq´1 2 ] errors and erasures. Remark 3. If one uses the chordal distance, instead of the distance dp., .q defined in Definition 2, and follows the similar arguments as we did in this section, a result similar to Theorem 4 can be obtained while the condition in (17) is replaced by ? 2p ? ρ`?tq being less than or equal to the minimum chordal distance of the code. Since dp., .q " 2d c p., .q 2 , where d c p., .q is the generalized chordal distance, this condition can be expressed in terms of d min pCq as follows:
Note that the left hand side of (22) is greater than or equal to that of (17) by a multiplicative factor that is between 2 and 4. This shows the clear advantage in using the new distance dp., .q instead of the chordal distance in characterizing the errorand-erasure correction capability of analog subspace codes. The advantage is due to the fact that although dp., .q does not always satisfy the triangle inequality, it exhibits properties of a distance metric when dealing with inputs and outputs of analog operator channels.
IV. CONSTRUCTIONS OF ANALOG SUBSPACE CODES
In this section, we suggest three approaches for constructing analog subspace codes. In particular, the approach based on character sums results in explicit constructions with better rateminimum distance trade-off comparing to previously known constructions for a wide range of parameters.
More specifically, we are concerned with the following equivalent questions. For a given dimension of the ambient space n and size of the subspace code |C|, or equivalently the rate of C, construct C with the maximum possible d min . Alternatively, given n and a desired d min , construct the subspace code C with the maximum size/rate. Although the exact answer to these equivalent questions are not known in general, one can derive sphere-packing-type upper bounds and Gilbert-Varshamov-type lower bounds for codes in the subspace domain.
By precisely characterizing the volume of balls in the Grassmann space Barg and Nogin derived lower and upper bounds for R as n Ý Ñ 8 while m and δ are fixed [8] . More specifically, they analyzed the asymptotic behavior of volume of a sphere with fixed radius on G m,n pLq that is then used in a packingtype and a covering-type argument. Their result is recapped in the following theorem. Note that we use the new notion of distance, as defined in Definition 2, to state the results.
Theorem 5: [8, Theorem 2] There exists a sequence of codes in G m,n pLq with fixed m and δ, while n Ñ 8, and asymptotic rate R ą´1 2 βm lnpδq.
Moreover, for any such sequence of codes
where β " 1, 2 for L " R, C, respectively, as discussed in Section II-A. Note that the lower bound in Theorem 5 is based on existence-type arguments. However, a somewhat stronger result can be established to conclude that such codes, perhaps by sacrificing in the rate, can be found with probability arbitrarily close to 1 in a random ensemble. This is the focus of the next subsection. Also, it is discussed how such result can be used in constructing explicit codes. 7 
A. Constructions based on random ensembles
For large values of n, the volume of a ball with a certain radius r in G m,n pCq is characterized in [8] . This is done by utilizing the relation between the principal angels of two uniformly distributed subspaces in G m,n pCq and the singular values of Whishart matrices, the matrices of the form NN H , where the elements of N P C mˆn are i.i.d standard normal random variables. Note that the subspace spanned by the rows of such a random matrix N is uniformly distributed on the corresponding sphere in the Grassmann space G m,n pCq.
Let R denote a random ensemble of subspace codes with code size M " exppnRq, wherein each codeword is the row space of a randomly generated mˆn matrix with i.i.d entries from the N p0, 1q distribution. In the next theorem, it is shown that a random subspace code almost achieves half of the Gilbert-Varshamov lower bound, stated in (23), as n Ñ 8, with a probability that approaches 1 exponentially fast in n.
Theorem 6: Consider a random ensemble R of subspace codes with rate
for some ą 0. Then the normalized minimum distance of a code C randomly picked from R is at least δ with probability at least 1´expp´2n `opnqq.
Proof: Let C " tΦ i : 1 ď i ď Mu, where M " exppnRq and C is randomly picked from R. Then the probability p that two arbitrary codewords Φ i and Φ j have distance at most r is equal to the volume of a ball with radius r, which can be characterized as follows [11, Theorem 1] :
Let X i,j be an indicator random variable which is 1 if dpΦ i , Φ j q ď r; otherwise, X i,j " 0. Let
Using Markov inequality together with (25) and the linearity of expectation we have:
Note that if the random variable X, associated to C, is zero, then it implies that d min pCq ě r, i.e., Prrd min pCq ě rs " PrrX " 0s " 1´PrrX ě 1s.
This together with (27) complete the proof. Remark 2. Note that random ensembles, in general, do not lead to explicit constructions of subspace codes that can be constructed with complexity that is polynomial in n. However, a potential approach to utilize such ensembles is to pick another parameter n 1 that is much smaller than n, e.g., n 1 " Oplog nq, and consider a random ensemble of subspace codes with the dimension of ambient space equal to n 1 . Then a brute-force search within the ensemble is feasible as its complexity is exponential in n 1 and hence, it is polynomial in n. Also, a minimum distance decoding is feasible for such a code. Then a proper concatenation scheme can be potentially used, by concatenating the random inner code with some explicit construction of an outer code in order to construct explicit codes with non-vanishing rates given a fixed δ as n Ñ 8. The details are left for future work.
B. Packing lines using binary codes
A special and yet practically interesting case of the analog operator channel is when m " 1. For instance, from the noncoherent wireless communications perspective, elaborated in Section II-B, this can be a reasonable scenario in the uplink transmission of a wireless node with one antenna transmitting the node's data in one time frame. In such cases, it is natural to assume that there is no rank deficiency; otherwise, reliable communication is not possible. A possible approach to construct codes in G 1,n pLq is to use well-known constructions of binary linear codes and map the binary coded data into real/complex symbols resembling a joint coded modulation design.
The idea of constructing codes in G 1,n pRq using binary linear codes was first suggested in [17] . Consider a binary linear code of length n that forms a closed set under the completion, i.e., it contains the all-one codeword, with normalized minimum Hamming distance γ. Then a possible mapping to real-valued symbols is to map zeros to 1's and ones to´1's. This results in a code in G 1,n pRq with the normalized minimum distance δ " 32γ 2 p1´γq 2 . The same result also holds in the complex domain, i.e., packing lines in G 1,n pCq, where one can map ones to p1`iq's and zeros to´p1`iq's. Hence, given a family of binary linear codes with fixed Hamming distance and asymptotically non-vanishing rate in terms of n, one can construct a code in G 1,n pLq with a fixed minimum distance and non-vanishing rate as well. To this end, in the rest of this subsection, we briefly overview families of good binary linear codes, from this perspective, in the coding theory literature.
There are several well-known constructions of binary linear codes, mainly based on code concatenations, with asymptotically good minimum distance. The idea of code concatenation was first introduced by Elias in the form of product codes [37] and was later developed by Forney [38] . Also, the well-known Zyablov lower bound for the normalized minimum distance of a concatenated code with rate R is characterized as follows [39] :
where δ GV pxq is the Gilbert-Varshamov normalized distance at rate x for the binary codes. Furthermore, by using multilevel concatenation, codes with minimum distance even larger than Zyablov bound (29) can be constructed. More specifically, a generalization to (29) by letting the number of concatenations levels going to infinity was given later, known as Blokh-Zyablov bound [40] , stated as follows: 8 Another line of work on combining codes is due to Tanner [41] with the general theme of using one or more shorter codes, referred to as subcodes, in combination with a certain bipartite graph. In particular, a certain family of such graph-based codes is referred to as expander codes, which are proved to have asymptotically good minimum distance. For instance, Barg and Zemor [42] proposed a family of expander codes meeting the Zyablov bound, specified in (29) , with the construction complexity at most Opn 2 q and a decoder, with complexity that is linear in n, that corrects up to half of the minimum distance. They further improved this result by introducing another family of codes that exceed Zyablov bound with construction complexity not more than Opn log nq.
There are also other families of concatenated codes, based on algebraic-geometry (AG) codes as their outer codes, which can somewhat provide better minimum distance comparing to graph-based codes. More specifically, a certain concatenated code family with a short binary inner code and an AG outer code can surpass the Blokh-Zyablov bound [43] , characterized in (30) . These codes have construction complexity of Opn 3 log 3 nq [44] and are currently known to have the largest asymptotic rate, given a certain fixed normalized minimum, while having polynomial construction complexity. Also, the decoding complexity of such codes is Opn 3 q.
A main drawback of aforementioned construction methods based on concatenation is that they often require n to be very large in order to meet the promised performance. In other words, they exhibit excellent asymptotic performance, however, they often fall short for finite values of n that are of practical interest. Hence, it is desirable to focus on explicit constructions of subspace codes that can be constructed for a wide range of n, regardless of how small or large n is, while providing reasonable performance. In a sense, we aim at constructing subspace codes that resemble well-known families of block codes such as Reed-Solomon codes in the subspace domain, and that can be constructed for a broad range of parameters. This is the focus of the next subsection.
C. A new family of analog subspace codes: Characterpolynomial codes
In this section, we propose a new family of subspace codes in G 1,n pCq by leveraging polynomial evaluations over finite fields and mapping the finite field symbols to roots of unity. To this end, results on character sums from analytic number theory [45] , discussed next, can be used to bound the minimum distance of the constructed codes. The resulting codes are referred to as character-polynomial (CP) codes.
Consider an Abelian group G of order |G|. A character χ associated to G is a homomorphism from G to the unit circle in the complex plane with the regular multiplication of complex numbers, i.e.,
for all g 1 , g 2 P G. It can be observed that
where g´1 is the inverse of g in G and x˚is the complex conjugate of x for x P C. Given a certain and finite number of characters χ 1 , . . . , χ l one can define the product character χ 1 χ 2 . . . χ l by setting pχ 1 χ 2 . . . χ l qpgq " χ 1 pgqχ 2 pgq . . . χ l pgq, for all g P G. The set of all characters associated to G together with this product form an Abelian group of order |G|, where the elements χ j , for j " 1, 2, . . . , |G|, are described as follows [45] :
for k " 0, 1, . . . , |G|´1, where g 1 is a primitive element of G and epxq def " expp2πixq. Note that χ 0 pgq " 1 for g P G and hence, it is referred to as the trivial character.
A finite field F q is naturally equipped with two finite Abelian groups, i.e., the additive and the multiplicative group. Then, the additive and multiplicative characters of F q are defined as the characters associated with the additive and the multiplicative group in F q , respectively. Using (33) , the additive characters, denoted by χ j , for j " 0, 1, . . . , q´1, are described as follows [45] :
for a P F q , where p is the characteristic of F q , and
is the absolute trace function from F q to F p . Note that (34) implies that χ j pαq " χ 1 pjαq and the trivial additive character is χ 0 pαq " 1 for α P F q .
The following result, due to Weil [46] , on the summations over characters, which are commonly known as exponential sums or character sums in the literature, will be utilized in bounding the minimum distance of CP codes, to be discussed next. 
Next, for some k ă q, let
Note that |F | " q rkpp´1q{ps . Let n " q´1 to simplify the description of the code.
Definition 5: The code CpF q Ď G 1,n pCq, referred to as a character-polynomial (CP) code, is defined as follows:
where χ is a fixed nontrivial additive character of F q , and α i 's are distinct non-zero elements of F q .
The following theorem provides a lower bound on the normalized minimum distance of CpF q in terms of q and d. 
where δ " d min {2m (here m " 1) is the normalized minimum distance of the code. Proof: Consider distinct codewords xC 1 y, xC 2 y P CpF q with corresponding distinct polynomials f 1 , f 2 P F 1 . Let f " f 2´f1 . Then we have
where paq follows by (32) and (31) and noting that χ`f p0q˘" 1, pbq is by triangle inequality and pcq is by Theorem 7 applied to f " f 1´f2 . Note that f P F which implies that degp f q ě 1 and gcdpdegp f q," 1 since polynomials in F , as defined in (36) , do not have a monomial of degree divisible by p. Hence, f " f 1´f2 satisfies the conditions in Theorem 7.
Using Lemma 2, we have
which completes the proof. Note that the right hand side of (38) can be approximated in terms of the rate of the code. This results in a bound on the trade-off between the normalized minimum distance and the rate of the code which we use to plot and to compare with other bounds/constructions next. In particular, in order to have a simplified numerical analysis, we limit our attention to the case where q is a prime, i.e., q " p, and k ă p. In this case, we have |CpF q| " q k and R " k ln q n . Also, the bound in (38) can be simplified as follows:
In Figure 2 , we compare the trade-off between the rate R and the normalized minimum distance δ that the CP codes offer at different values of n with Shannon's lower bound [7] , for n Ñ 8, and lower bounds derived by Henkel [16, Theorem 4.2] for finite values of n. Note that these lower bounds are of the same type as Gilbert-Varshamov bound and do not yield explicit constructions. Nevertheless, it can be observed that CP codes can outperform these lower bounds at low rates thereby improving these bounds while providing explicit constructions. Note also that the trade-off between R and δ shown in Figure 2 for CP codes is derived from the bound established in Theorem 8. In other words, the actual value of δ for given values of R can be larger than what is shown in Figure 2 . Remark 4. Given a subspace code in C Ď G m,n pCq one can construct a code in G 2m,2n pRq by mapping C i P C to
where and represent the real part and the imaginary part of their input, respectively. It can be observed that this mapping preserves the normalized distance between the codewords. Hence, the normalized minimum distance of C is also preserved. This mapping enables us to construct codes in G 2,n pRq using the proposed CP codes, while keeping the normalized minimum distance and the size of the code the same, in order to have fair comparisons with existing code constructions in the real Grassmann space.
In Figure 3 , we compare CP codes with two existing constructions of Grassmann codes, that are constructed explicitly for a wide range of n, in the literature. In [21] , Calderbank et al. introduce a group-theoretic framework for packing in G 2 i ,2 k pRq for any pair of integers pi, kq with i ď k. In another prior work, Ashikhmin et al. [34] provide a code construction method in G 2 i ,2 k pCq based on binary Reed-Muller (RM) codes. By utilizing the mapping specified in (40) , we compare the logsize of these codes in G 2,n pRq with that of our CP codes, while fixing δ " 1 2 for codes from [21] [34] and having δ ě 1 2 for CP codes, for all considered values of n. The results are shown in Figure 3 . Note that n is equal to 2 k for the constructions in [21] and [34] , while for CP codes we pick n " 2p, where p is the largest p with p ă 2 k´1 , for k P t3, . . . , 10u. Also, since the rates, for all considered codes, is decreasing with n, we plot the log-sizes of these codes instead of their rates. It can be observed that CP codes offer significantly larger code size and, consequently, rate comparing to the other explicit constructions, as n grows large. Remark 5. Note that the lower bound of Theorem 8 on d min of CP codes is at most two. Even with d min slightly greater than two Theorem 4 implies that the correction of only one error can be guaranteed using a minimum distance decoder. A possible solution is to consider list decoders in order to guarantee error recovery beyond d min {2. In the finite field domain, several prior works have studied list decoding for algebraic subspace codes, see, e.g., [47] - [51] . In particular, it is observed in [49] that an unbounded number of errors can be corrected by increasing the list size, while the dimension of subspace codewords is one. However, obtaining similar results in the analog domain necessitates further investigation and is left for future work.
V. ROBUSTNESS AGAINST ADDITIVE NOISE
In this section, we analyze the robustness of the analog operator channel in the presence of an additive noise.
The additive noise is denoted by N P C lˆn , referred to as the noise matrix. In the presence of the additive noise, the transform equation described in (7) is extended as follows:
More specifically, the effect of all the noise terms added to the blocks across the wireless network is included in the noise matrix N. For ease of notation, let A denote the term HX`GE, consisting of terms associated to the transmitted blocks as well as the interference blocks, referred to as the signal matrix.
In the rest of this section, we aim at characterizing the perturbation imposed by the additive noise in terms of the subspace distance. In other words, we derive bounds on subspace distance between the signal matrix and the signal matrix perturbed by noise, i.e., dpxAy, xA`Nyq, in terms of various characteristics of both the noise and the signal matrix.
First, we consider the case where A is full row rank. In a sense, this implies that the receiver does not oversample from the network. In this case, we show that the subspace distance caused by the noise is bounded in terms of two parameters: (1) the ratio of the maximum singular value, also referred to as the spectral norm, of the signal matrix to the Frobenius norm of the noise matrix, i.e., A 2 N ; and (2) the spectral norm condition number of the signal matrix, defined as
where A`is the pseudo-inverse of A, defined as
It is well-known that κpAq " σ max σ min ě 1, where σ max " A 2 and σ min are the largest and the smallest singular values of A, respectively.
Our analysis is based on the analysis of perturbation of RQfactorization, see., e.g., [52] . Recall, from the linear algebra literature, that the RQ-factorization of a given matrix A P C lˆn decomposes it as A " RQ, where Q P C lˆn is an orthonormal matrix with QQ H " I l and R P C lˆl is an upper triangular matrix with positive diagonal elements. It is well known that the RQ-factorization is unique [53] . The following result relates the perturbation of A to the perturbation of Q in its RQfactorization.
Theorem 9: [52, Theorem 1.6] (rephrased) Let A P C lˆn be a full row rank matrix with RQ-factorization A " RQ. Then for any E P C lˆn that satisfies A` 2 E 2 ă 1, we have the following RQ-factorization for A`E:
An upper bound on the subspace distance caused by the noise is derived in the following theorem.
Theorem 10: Let A P C lˆn be a full row rank matrix. Then for any E P C lˆn that satisfies A` 2 E 2 ă 1, we have
where def " p p1`?2qκpAq
Proof: Suppose that Q and Q ∆ are derived according to Theorem 9. Then we have
where (46) is by (13), (47) follows from triangle inequality and (48) is by observing that A " A H for any matrix A. Moreover, for the first term in (48) we have
since QQ H " I l . Applying Lemma 17, in the appendix, to the second term in (48) results in
Then (48), (49) , and (50) together with the result of Theorem 9 yield (44) . The result of Theorem 10 can be applied to upper bound the subspace distance dpxAy, xA`Nyq caused by the additive noise N as long as the signal matrix A is full row rank. If A is not full row rank, which means that the receiver is somewhat oversampling from the network, the addition of N, even with very small norm, may result in a large dpxAy, xA`Nyq. This is 11 because A`N is full row rank with probability 1 if entries of N are Gaussian random variables. Consequently, by Lemma 16, dpxAy, xA`Nyq ě l´rankpAq,
regardless of how small N is. The aim here is to characterize the error correction capability of subspace codes in the presence of additive noise, i.e., to extend the result of Theorem 4 to take into account the effect of the additive noise as well as subspace errors and erasures. In order to do so for the general case, where the signal matrix A is not necessarily full row rank, one can model the effect of the noise partially as an interference of dimension l´rankpAq and partially as an addition of noise to a full row rank sub-matrix of the signal matrix, whose effect can be bounded using Theorem 10. This is elaborated through the rest of this section.
Let r " rankpAq and r d denote the rank deficiency of A, i.e.,
Also, let A 1 be an rˆn full row rank sub-matrix of A and A 2 denote the sub-matrix of A consisting of its remaining rows. Let N 1 and N 2 be sub-matrices of N with row indices associated with row indices of A 1 and A 2 , respectively. Without loss of generality one can write
A "
where both A 1 and N 1 are rˆn matrices and both A 2 and N 2 are r dˆn matrices. Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 11: Let A P C lˆn with rankpAq " r. Let A 1 P C rˆn denote a foll row rank sub-matrix of A. Then for any N P C lˆn that satisfies A1 2 N 2 ă 1 we have dpxAy, xA`Nyq ď p ? r d`? ∆q 2 ,
where r d is the rank deficiency of A, as defined in (52) . Also,
where def " p p1`?2qκpA 1 q 1´ A1 2 N 2 . N A 1 2 q 2 .
Proof: Suppose that A 1 , A 2 , N 1 , and N 2 be as specified in (53 where (58) holds because xAy " xA 1 y and (59) is by triangle inequality for d c p., .q and noting that dpU, Vq " 2d c pU, Vq 2 . We will bound the two terms in (59) separately.
To bound the first term in (59), first note that N 1 ď N . Also, for the spectral norm, we have N 1 2 ď N 2 since adding a row to a rectangular matrix does not reduce its maximum singular value, see, e.g., [54] . This together with Theorem 10 yield the following upper bound on the first term in (59): dpxA 1 y, xA 1`N1 yq ď ∆ " 2 ` 2 (60)
where is specified in (56). For the second term in (59) we have dpxA 1`N1 y, xA`Nyq " dpxA 1`N1 y, xA 1`N1 y`xA 2`N2 yq (61) ď rankpxA 2`N2 yq ď r d ,
where (61) holds by definition in (1), and (62) follows from Lemma 16 and noting that for any U, V P PpWq one can always write U`V " U ' V 1 for some V 1 P PpWq with dimpV 1 q ď dimpVq. The proof is complete by combining (60) and (62) together with (59). Theorem 11 shows that the additive noise affects the output of the analog operator channel in two ways. It, in a sense, rotates the output subspace by a value upper bounded by ∆ and also implicitly induces an extra interference term of dimension upper bounded by r d (For simplicity, we consider the worst case scenario where this dimension is r d ). This motivates us to define the noisy analog operator channel as follows. First, we define a stochastic operator R ∆ , called rotation operator, which takes a subspace U P PpWq as the input and returns a random subspace V P PpWq with dimpVq " dimpUq as the output such that dpU, Vq ď ∆.
Definition 6:
A noisy analog operator channel associated with the analog ambient space W is a channel with input U and output V, where U, V P PpWq, with the following input-output relation:
V " R ∆`Hk pUq ' E˘' F,
where H k pUq and E induce subspace erasures and errors, respectively, as in the analog operator channel model, defined in Definition 1, R ∆ is the rotation operation defined above, and F is the implicit interference caused by the additive noise.
The following theorem extends the result of Theorem 4 to take into account the effect of the additive noise as well as subspace errors and erasures.
Theorem 12: Consider a subspace code C used for communication over a noisy analog operator channel, as defined in Definition 6, i.e., the input to the channel is U P C. Let t, ρ, and r d denote the dimension of errors, erasures, and the implicit noise interference F, respectively. Then the minimum distance decoder successfully recovers the transmitted codeword U P C from the received subspace V if ρ`t`p a ρ`t`∆`?∆`2 ? r d q 2 ă d min pCq.
(64) Proof: Let V 1 " H k pUq ' E and V 2 " R ∆`V1 q. Note that we have V " V 2 ' F. Then by applying Lemma 3 to the analog operator channel with input U and output V 1 we have dpU, V 2 q ď ρ`t`dpV 1 , V 2 q " ρ`t`∆.
Also, by using the triangle inequality for the chordal distance d c p., .q and noting that dp., .q " 2d c p., .q 2 we have dpU, Vq ď`adpU, V 2 q`adpV 2 , Vq˘2.
By Lemma 16 we have dpV 2 , Vq " r d . This together with (65)
